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of a spaceborne imaging sensor for the detec-
tion of ocean waves and the estimation of wave
parameters (Jahn et al. 1989). In that connec-
tion the idea arose to model and simulate the
whole system comprising of the light source
(blue sky light), the atmosphere, the scene
(ocean water with waves), and the optical and

1 Introduction

In the 1980s the opto-electronic sensor depart-
ment of the Institut für Kosmosforschung in
Berlin-Adlershof started to design passive im-
aging sensors for remote sensing. One of the
irst projects in that direction was the design
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den den Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit.
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timal system performance. Of course, that ap-
proach often cannot be carried out in full pu-
rity but it gives a good guideline for system
design. Additionally, observation conditions,
e. g. orbit, season, time, and retrieval algo-
rithms can provide input for an overall opti-
mizing approach.

2 Modelling Approaches

The following paragraph describes typical
approaches for system modeling. Depending
on the project phase (from pre-studies to inal

system design) more or less complex models
are applied.

2.1 Derivation of Top Level
Requirements

Based on user requirements (geometrical res-
olution, swath width, number and position of
spectral bands), technical top level require-
ments of the camera system are derived. For
the design of imaging optical systems signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR), MTF (typically at Ny-
quist frequency), wavelength and bandwidth
of spectral bands and radiometric dynamics
are the most important quantities deining pa-
rameters such as focal length, size of aperture,
system clock and data rate. These optical and
electronic system parameters are used to per-
form a irst estimation about the expected sys-
tem performance. As a basic input qualitative
and quantitative information about incident
light being relected or emitted from the object

to be observed is required. For this purpose,
realistic at-sensor radiances have to be esti-
mated by applying atmospheric transfer mod-
els, e. g. MODTRAN. The number of photons
is converted into electrons considering optics
and detector parameters. Most dominant noise
sources are estimated to calculate the system’s
SNR.
The geometric resolution of a camera sys-

tem is deined by ground sample distance,

blur due to optical diffraction, motion of the
camera during capturing the image and SNR.
Usually, Rayleigh criterion is applied dein-
ing the distance of two single spots which can

electronic parts of the sensor up to the image
data in order to obtain optimal system perfor-
mance for wave parameter determination. At
the same time CCD sensors became available
and have been studied carefully (Oertel et al.
1985). After those irst approaches the sys-
tem theoretic aspects of opto-electronic sen-
sor systems were developed in more detail re-
sulting in a book (Jahn & reulke 1995), in
simulation software packets (Jahn et al. 1992,
Börner et al. 2001), and in the design of vari-
ous sensors, e. g. WAOSS (Sandau& eckardt
1996, Sandau et al. 2000), HSRS for the small
satellite BIRD (Bi-Spectral Infrared Detec-
tion) (SkrBek& lOrenz 1998) and others. This
work is now carried on in DLR’s department
of Optical Information Systems in various
projects e. g. MERTIS (arnOld et al. 2009).
In more detail, the system theoretic approach
to remote sensing systems comprises the de-
scription and modelling of:
• the emitted radiances of the light source,
e. g. a light relecting and/or emitting sur-
face with its physical and geometrical pa-
rameters,

• the atmospheric path of the radiation (ra-
diation transfer, use of software packag-
es, e. g. MODTRAN),

• the optical system with its fundamental
parameters such as point spread func-
tion (PSF), modulation transfer function
(MTF) and others,

• the opto-electronic detector with its char-
acteristics (quantum eficiency, PSF, pho-
to-response non-uniformity (PRNU),
dark signal non-uniformity (DSNU) etc.),

• the electronic read-out channel with its
impulse response,

• the analogue digital unit (ADU),
• the various noise components of all these
components and, last but not least,

• the data evaluation algorithms, e. g. for
object detection or classiication.
The goal of that approach is to fulil the sci-

entiic objectives of the project as optimally

as possible, under certain constraints such as
available technology and money. Ideally, the
evaluation algorithm provides a quality cri-
terion, e. g. for parameter estimation or clas-
siication, which depends on system parame-
ters such as focal length, integration time etc.
Then, minimizing that criterion provides op-
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ing of rays per pixel improves the image qual-
ity, but it also increases the computing power
needed for one camera image. Lower space-
resolved DTMs are part of this multi-resolu-
tion ray tracing approach. Starting point is a
spatially high-resolution DTM from which
the lower resolution models are created. This
model is transformed into a pyramid of mod-
els where each model obtains only half of the
linear resolution of the previous model, see
Fig. 1. During the ray tracing procedure, the
model with the best itting resolution is chosen

according to the ground resolution seen from
the camera.
Moreover, the geometry module makes

it possible to cover the interesting area with
tiles. The size of the individual tiles can be
kept small so that the need for memory is low
for one tile. During the ray tracing only the
currently needed tiles are kept in memory. The
available memory is managed with a caching
strategy. By this innovation, the area can be
covered by terrain models with different reso-
lutions, e. g. Germany as a whole can be cov-
ered by a DTM with low resolution while spe-
ciic areas are considered with a high-resolu-
tion DTM.

2.3 Radiation Transfer Models

For the simulation of a sensor, the radiometric
behaviour has to be speciied (Börner et al.
2001). This is done with the radiometry mod-
ule which calculates the at-sensor radiance

be distinguished considering the effects men-
tioned above.
Such rough calculations are basic input

for proposals for remote sensing missions for
Earth observation or planetary research.
For concrete system designing and opti-

mizing system parameters, more complex ap-
proaches have to be pursued. The next chap-
ters describe tools supporting theses tasks. In
general, geometrical and radiometric relations
have to be considered as well as the hardware
parameter of the opto-electronic system.

2.2 Geometric Properties

The challenge of the geometry module of
the sensor simulation is to igure out to which

direction each camera pixel is geared. For this
purpose, a simple ray tracing approach is tak-
en. Therefore, a digital terrain model (DTM)
and a camera model as input are essential.
Then the intersections of each ray can be in-
vestigated, constructed from the camera de-
scription for each pixel, with the DTM. The
nearest intersection is taken as result. Further-
more, the same procedure can be applied to
determine whether the area is shadowed or
not, simply by using rays from the intersection
points to the sun. If there is a nearer intersec-
tion between the DTM and the sun, then the
observed area is shadowed. Finally, we obtain
the following information from the geometry
module for each camera pixel:
• the intersection point in Cartesian and
geodetic coordinates,

• the surface normal at the intersection
point,

• the Boolean shadow value,
• accompanying map values, e. g. albedo
and temperature.
These results are needed for the radiometry

module of the sensor simulation.
The described rendering procedure and

with it the resulting camera images can suf-
fer from the sample problem which results in
aliasing due to under-sampling of the scene.
To decrease the effect of aliasing, we can in-
crease the resolution of the camera model, i. e.
use more rays per pixel, or reduce the resolu-
tion of the geometric description of the scene,
i. e. use a lower resolution DTM. The increas-

Fig. 1: The DTM is used in different resolutions
to decrease aliasing.
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The direct and emitted contributions can be
calculated with

L L s
dir sun

= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅cosα ρ (2)

and

L B T
em

= ( ) ⋅ −( ) ⋅1 ρ τ (3)

with the solar irradiance L
sun
and the trans-

mittance of the atmosphere τ, which are also
part of the lookup table. The angle between
the surface normal and the incident light α
as well as the Boolean shadow variable s are
both results of the geometry module. With the
spectral radiance of a blackbody B(T) mapped
values of ρ and T can be used to complete the
radiometric simulation of a whole camera im-
age without using MODTRAN directly for
every camera pixel. Finally, the spectral at-
sensor radiance for the corresponding spectral
range gets convolved with a rectangular func-
tion to achieve the desired spectral step size
and to avoid aliasing. The resulting spectrum
is passed onto the camera module, which ac-
complishes the inal processing. An example

spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.

for every pixel of the camera from the visible
spectral range to the thermal infrared. This
module uses MODTRAN (Berk et al. 1987)
for the radiative transfer through the atmo-
sphere. The module works in two steps. The
irst step is the creation of a spectral look-up

table for the global atmosphere parameters. In
the second step this look-up table is applied to
create spectral radiances for the local simula-
tion parameters, e. g. albedo and surface nor-
mal. This procedure is much faster than the di-
rect usage of MODTRAN and produces simi-
lar results. The required input parameters of
MODTRAN are: spectral range and step size;
average ground height; sensor altitude; sensor
zenith angle; atmospheric model; haze model;
visibility; sun zenith angle; albedo ρ and tem-
perature T. Unless speciied, the MODTRAN
default values are used.
The at-sensor radiance can be written as a

sum of ive addends, see Fig. 2,

L L L L L L
dir ind sc em th

λ( ) = + + + + (1)

The indirect and scattered contributions
L
ind
, L

sc
and L

th
are calculated directly with

MODTRAN and are part of the lookup table.

Fig. 2: MODTRAN calculates these contributions to the at-sensor-radiance: L
dir

is the direct re-
lected solar radiance, L

ind
is the indirect relected solar radiance, L

sc
is the scattered solar radi-

ance, L
em

is the emitted thermal radiance, and L
th

is the scattered thermal radiance.

Fig. 3: Spectral at-sensor radiance for a mid-latitude summer atmosphere, sun at the zenith, sen-
sor altitude 100 km, and ρ = 0.5. The red curve is the convolution of the at-sensor radiance with
an appropriate rectangular function for a spectral step size of 1 nm.
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by quantization, as shown in the following
formula:

DN
n

Cap

el
Depth

FullWell

=
⋅ −( )2 1

(5)

The full well capacity determines the maxi-
mum number of electrons which the detector
can generate. Furthermore, it represents a gain
level which is used for the exposure. These
simulated results usually do not correspond to
reality. However, when the distortion model of
the optics and the noise model of the sensor
are known, it is possible to derive a result that
relects reality (hartley& ziSSermann 2003).

3 Investigation of PSF

The previous section dealt with a geometri-
cal and a radiometric approach of camera de-
scription. Now, a diffraction-theoretical ap-
proach follows, taken into account the point
spread function (PSF). Consider a system like
in Fig. 5. Here, g denotes the distance between
object plane and the optics and ƒ the focal

length. Furthermore, n and n” represent nor-
mal vectors, U’ the amplitude right behind the
object plane and V the amplitude right in front
of the optics. Likewise, V’ describes the am-
plitude immediately behind the optics and U
the amplitude in front of the image plane.
By mapping a point P’ of the object plane

to the image plane, the point is blurred by the
PSF. For translation-invariant systems the fol-
lowing equation is valid

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )ˆ ˆb P dP g P H P P g H P

∞

−∞

′′ ′ ′ ′′ ′ ′′= ⋅ − = ∗∫
(6)

2.4 Camera Models

By modelling the camera, the geometrical and
physical properties of optics and sensor are
simulated. The irst step is the provision of

data for further processing for the Raytracer.
Then, the results of the radiometric simula-
tion can be processed. The Raytracer requires
the normalized direction vector for each pix-
el. The camera includes the position of each
pixel in relation to the projection centre. With

this position and the position of the principal
point, the Raytracer can generate the direc-
tion vector (Fig. 4). With these pixel positions
the geometric characteristics of various detec-
tor types such as Matrix, Line, Staggered and
TDI can be modelled.
The output data of the radiometric simula-

tion is represented by the at-sensor radiance.
Out of this data, the digital number (DN) has
to be calculated by the camera module. There-
fore, the number of electrons which are liber-
ated by the photons must be determined:

n
f

A f t d
h c

L

QE

el d f
= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

⋅
⋅ ( ) ⋅ ( )

⋅ ( )
∫

π
λ

λ
λ τ λ

λ

λ

λ

4

1

2
1

2

#

int

(4)

where f
#
is the f-number of the optical sys-

tem, A
d
the area of a pixel, ƒ

ƒ
the ill factor of

a sensor element, t
int
the integration time, λ

the wavelength, L(λ) the radiance (eq. 1), τ the
transmission of the optical system and QE the
quantum eficiency. Furthermore, h denotes
the Planck constant and c the speed of light
in vacuum.
If the bit depth (Depth) and the full well ca-

pacity (Cap
FullWell

) of the detector are known
entities, the digital number can be calculated

Directionv


µy 5.0−=

µx 5.1−=

f

CenterrojectionP

ntPoirincipalP

Fig. 4: Direction vector of a pixel as used in a Raytracer.
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nored and the calculations are based on scalars
rather than on vectors. Therefore, the Kirch-
hoff diffraction formula itself is only an ap-
proximation of the exact issue.
The PSF by Kirchhoff is given by the fol-

lowing formula (Jahn & reulke 1995)

2

2

2

2 2

,

L

OPT

ii
n

f

O

i i
r r

H P P

e d d e

e n r e n r

i r n r i r n r

− ⋅ +⋅ ⋅∆

′′⋅ ⋅

′ ′′ =
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thermore, λ is the wavelength, n
λ
the refrac-

tive index and ∆ the maximal diameter of the
lens. The other parameters are the same as in
Fig. 5. Obviously, this formula appears to be
quite cumbersome. Fresnel approximations
offer a large variety of advantages such as the
way of simplifying modeling diffraction ef-
fects due to the replacement of a square root
in a phase term by a quadratic form and mi-
nor other changes. Moreover, there are quick
ways of implementing Fresnel (mendlOvic et
al. 1997). This is especially the case for dif-
fraction-limited systems as the PSF by Fresnel
can be solved analytically by using polar co-
ordinates. The result is the Bessel function J

1
:

where b is the image, H the PSF and ĝ the
point’s intensity on the image plane.
The resulting image underlies all impair-

ments caused by the system’s total PSF. Let
the system now be separable, so that it can be
split into the components optics and detector.
Furthermore, motion and eventually the atmo-
sphere contribute to a blurring of the original
signal. This blurring inds its expression in the

successive convolution of the signal with the
according point spread function of the system
components.

3.1 PSF of the Optics

There are at least three different ways to de-
termine the PSF of optics in theory, among
quite a few possibilities to determine it in a
practical way (talBierSky 2010, Jahn& reul
ke 1995). In theory the PSF of optics can be
either calculated by the Kirchhoff diffraction
formula, the Fresnel- or the Fraunhofer for-
mula. Here, Kirchhoff is the origin for both,
Fresnel, which is a square approximation, and
Fraunhofer, which approximates Kirchhoff
in a linear way. Like in cOOper et al. (2002)
the Kirchhoff formula used here underlies
the Kirchhoff boundary conditions (BOrn &
WOlf 1999) as it is assumed that at the edge of
the aperture the amplitude of the wave of the
object to be imaged turns to zero quite sud-
denly. In practice this is mostly not the case.
Furthermore, the polarization of light is ig-

n
g f

U’ V V’ U

P’(x’,y’)
n

r

n’’

r’’
P’’(x’’,y’’)

Object Plane

(x’,y’)

Optics

(ξ,η)

Image Plane

(x’’,y’’)

P(ξ,η)

Fig. 5: Mapping a point P’ of the object plane (x’, y’) to the image plane (x”, y”) underlies impair-
ments caused by the system’s point spread function. g is the object distance, P ' the emitting point,
P '' the image of the emitting point P ', f is the focal length, which is in the general case the image
distance (b). ξ and η are the coordinates in the lens frame. ξ" and η" are the coordinates in the im-
age frame. r and r" are the corresponding direction vectors.
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Likewise the PSF for Fresnel is

H dr
bg

e rOPT
R i

b g

λ

π
λ

π
λ

0
2

0 2

2
2

( ) = − ⋅ ⋅∫
+( )

(10)

Unfortunately, the advantages of Fresnel
cannot be used for arbitrary camera systems.
For conigurations with wide aperture, e. g.,

the application of Fresnel approximation is not
possible without accepting an unagreeable de-
viation. In Figs. 6 and 7 this effect is shown for
a laboratory coniguration with a focal length

ƒ= 0.02 m, ground distance g = 1 m and a
varying f-number. For low f-numbers the per-
centage mistake – regarding to the maximal
values of the PSF of Kirchhoff and Fresnel –
nearly hits 100% while the mistake tends to
zero for f-numbers greater than 6.
Consider now the real and complex inte-

grands of eq. 9 and eq. 10.
As can be seen in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, the for-

mula of Fresnel approximates the formula of
Kirchhoff quite well for small apertures. For
bigger values of r, Kirchhoff begins to oscil-
late – Fresnel cannot be used as an approxi-
mation anymore. The irst zero of the com-
plex integrand can be taken as a criterion up
to which maximal aperture radius the formula

H P P G R

J
b

R

b
R

OPT
λ π

π
λ

ρ

π
λ

ρ
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⋅ ⋅







⋅ ⋅
, 2

2

2
2

1

2

(8)

Where R is the radius of the lens, λ the wave-
length, ρ the distance in the image frame (or x″-
y″-frame) from the centre point of the PSF, and

G
e

b g
e e e

i
b g i

b
x y

i

g
x y i

:= −
⋅ ⋅

⋅ ⋅ ⋅
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′′ + ′′( ) ′ + ′( )
2

2

2
2 2 2 2

π

λ π

λ

π

λ

π

λ

λ

nnλ∆
0 .

The diffraction pattern is the well-known
Airy disk.
Let P’ = (x’,y’) = (0,0) and P’’ = (x’’,y’’) =

(0,0) be on-axis observation points. In the fol-
lowing (P’,P’’) is represented by the vector 0.
By using polar coordinates eq. 7 is transferred
into

H

dr
bg e e r b r g

r b r

OPT

R

i

f
r i

λ

π

λ

π

λπ

λ

0

2

0 2

2

2 2 2 2

2 2

2

( ) =

− ⋅
⋅ + + +( )

+( ) ⋅∫
−

22 2

2

+( )
⋅

g
r

(9)

Fig. 6: Percentage mistake (PSF), regarding to the maximal values of the PSF of Kirchhoff and
Fresnel.
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and l the irst zero of the imaginary part or the
real part of the integrand, depending on even
or odd l.
For the laboratory coniguration the zeros

are calculated to r
1
= 0.0013 and r

2
= 0.0018.

The error interval therefore is [0.2%, 5%]
and the F-numbers range between ~ 6 (result-
ing from r

2
) and ~ 8 (resulting from r

1
). If one

compares these values with the former results
for different f-numbers it is signiicant that the

bigger one of the irst two zeros provides the

minimal f-number for which the usage of the
Fresnel formula is possible.

by Fresnel can be used instead of Kirchhoff’s.
An analytical determination of zero leads to
an equation from which the minimal f-number
is derived, so that Fresnel approximations can
still be applied to a system:

f
R
zero

#min
=

⋅
γ

2
(11)

with

R
l g b f

zero =
+( ) −

+
= = =

8 2

1 1
3 3

4

α β

α β

α
λ

β
λ
γ

λ
, : , : , :

Fig. 7: Percentage mistake (at Nyquist frequency), regarding to the maximal values of the PSF of
Kirchhoff and Fresnel.

Fig. 8: Real Part of integrand.
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that a mapped point with a certain velocity
v(t) = (v

x
(t),v

y
(t),v

z
(t)) covers on the CCD dur-

ing the integration time. To obtain the PSF of
motion, a moving light impulse represented by
the term δ(x–s

x
(t))·δ(y–s

y
(t)) has to be integrat-

ed over a certain time span. This results into

H x y
t v t

y dt v t

R t
t

M

x kk
y

t

t k

k

,

int

int

int

( ) =
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⋅ −
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2
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where t
k
denotes the zeroes of the equation

ϕ t dt v t x
x

t

( ) = ′ ′( ) − =∫: 0
0

(15)

and R ttint
( ) the rectangular function.

Let the motion be random v
x
(t) = sin(ωt),

v
y
(t) = cos(ωt) and represent, e. g. the jitter of

an airplane restricted by the angle α
π

<
2
. The

integration time is tint =
α

ω
. Furthermore let

x t∈[ ]0,
int

where tint <
π

ω2
. Then the PSF of

motion is given by
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Due to ignorance of the true PSF it is often
convenient to use a simpliied PSF-model rep-
resented by the following Gaussian function
instead of the formulas given above:
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where σ
x
= σ

y
= σ. If the object distance is not

ixed, but varies with the time, the PSF results

into
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3.2 PSF of Motion

The PSF of motion has to be considered
whenever movement occurs between cam-
era and object, nevertheless whether the cam-
era or the object or both are the moving ele-
ments. In this section motion in x- and in y-
direction are taken into account. The motion
in z-direction effects the PSF of optics as
can be seen in eq. 13 with g instead of z. Let

s t s dt v t
t

( ) = ( ) + ( )∫0
0

int

describe the distance

Fig. 9: Imaginary part of integrand.
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– whether yes or no depends on the project –

both functions have to be convolved:

H x y d d H x y

H

OPT

O

ATM

L

2( ) ( ) = − −( )
⋅ ( )
∫∫, ,

,

ξ η ξ η

ξ η (18)

If the atmosphere can be neglected, it is
H(2)(x,y) = HOPT(x,y). Then it is

H x y d d H x y

H

D

OL

3

2

( )

( )

( ) = − −( )
⋅ ( )
∫∫, ,

,

ξ η ξ η

ξ η (19)

At last the PSF of motion smears the signal,
so that the total PSF is obtained:

H x y d d H x y

H

total M

OL

, ,

,

( ) = − −( )
⋅ ( )
∫∫

( )

ξ η ξ η

ξ η3 (20)

A detailed description of the results can be
found in (krutz 2011).

4 Simulation and System
Optimization

Based on the models of all relevant compo-
nents of a complex system (including source
of light, atmosphere, object, camera) computer

simulations will be performed in order to rec-
reate the real world and the behaviour of the
opto-electronic system before it is built. The
models are implemented into program lan-
guages (typically IDL, C, C++), all relevant
input parameters of theses models can be set
allowing the run of batches. These simulations

where t x
0

11
= −

ω
sin is the only zero of eq. 16.

In contrast to the PSF of the optics, a point
source mapped onto the CCD is not blurred to
a disk, but rather stretched to a line.

3.3 PSF of the Detector

Let the detector be ideal, i. e., a rectangle with
the side lengths ∆

x
and ∆

y
. Furthermore the

whole surface shall be of the same sensitiv-
ity. Then the PSF of the detector can be rep-
resented by

H x y

for x y

else

D

x y

x x y y

,

,

( ) =








− ≤ ≤ − ≤ ≤
1

0

2 2 2 2∆ ∆
∆ ∆ ∆ ∆

(17)

3.4 Total PSF

The total PSF of the system is obtained by the
successive convolution of the PSFs of the sys-
tem components and the PSF of motion. Be-
fore the original signal is smeared by the PSF
of the optics, also the PSF of the atmosphere
might contribute to the blurring. The PSF of
the atmosphere can be approximated by a
2-dimensional Gaussian function like the one
in eq. 12. A more detailed description can be
found in kriShnakumar & venkatakriShnan
(1998). If this PSF has to be taken into account

Fig. 10: Typical development cycle using models and simulation.
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dispensable for detector systems for remote
sensing applications against the background
of steadily increasing user requirements, lim-
ited ressources, operational availability and
high accuracy and reliability.
Future work will be focussed on investiga-

tions on new optical technologies, e. g. poten-
tial of segmented and synthetic apertures, new
detectors, e. g. sCMOS cameras, sensor data
fusion, e. g. potential of radar / optics fusion
/ hyperspectral infrared systems, for applica-
tions in Earth observation and Planetary ex-
ploration.
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